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Abstract: Creativity has become one of the most sought-after skills from graduates across business
and industry. It is therefore imperative to infuse creativity training within business programs of
study and professional development experiences, to remind people of their eternally curious and
creative nature. The objective of this paper is to explore the literature around theories of creative
potential and performance—including creative identity, creative mindset, and creative self-efficacy.
We consider perspectives that reveal that creativity is a mindset predicated on beliefs and ways of
thinking. Educational psychology literature and theories of creative self-belief illustrate how creative
identity, mindset, and self-efficacy form the core of an individual’s belief system to think, act, and
develop creatively in the world. This connects to the potential of arts-based methods as a means
to infuse creative learning into business education. We illustrate how our findings can be put into
practice by sharing an example of an art-based intervention that is currently in progress to develop
creative capacity among students in an internationally known business program. We conclude with
the idea that its incumbent upon business education, professional development, and training to
incorporate methodologies that enhance creative capacity by initially eliminating or minimizing
self-perceived limitations in people, such as fear, negative personal judgement, and chattering of
the mind—and theories of creative self-belief provide a foundation that can undergird arts-based
methods toward this goal.
Keywords: creativity; business; education; training; professional development; creative thinking;
theories; arts; arts-based methods; innovation

1. Introduction
There has been increasing discussion about the need for more creative thinkers in business and
industry [1]. Florida [2], Schlee and Harich [3], and others have advocated the need to cultivate a
creative workforce, to develop innovative thinkers that can address complex 21st century problems
and challenges.
The fact that creativity is perceived as being variable, inimitable and subjective, has often made it
vulnerable to being marginalized in education—since traditional educational structures are often based
around certainty, grades, and single-answer thinking. Yet, creative thought processes are necessary
criteria for accomplishment in our complex, interdependent society [4]. Globalization has led to
exponential increases in knowledge and technology. This has implications for education—especially in
business fields, which thrive on the need to innovate, problem solve, and nimbly shift with societal
moves. Daniel Pink [5] illustrates the heightening value of creative abilities, stating:
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Today, the defining skills of the previous era—the “left brain” capabilities that powered the
Information Age—are necessary but no longer sufficient. And the capabilities we once
disdained or thought frivolous—the “right brain” qualities of inventiveness, empathy,
joyfulness, and meaning—increasingly will determine who flourishes and who flounders.
(p. 3)
Given the popularity of business education as a field of study, and the need for creative thinking in
the business workforce, it is important to consider the intersection of creativity and business education.
Boulocher-Passet et al. [6] encourage initiatives for creativity in business schools, and specifically
note that there are few existing studies that teach creativity to business students with the aim of
leveraging student perception on creativity. There are many good reasons to support the promotion
of creative thinking in business contexts or training, and the rationale for this has been established
by existing literature, organized around the ways that creativity addresses problems and sustains
economic development [7–9], supports human wellness and expression [10,11], and builds productive
confidence [12,13]. In this article, we focus on this issue of creativity in business education in a literature
review around theories of creative self-beliefs and the potential of arts-based methods in business.
The objective of this paper is to explore and review key literature around theories of
creative potential and performance—which includes creative identity, creative mindset, and creative
self-efficacy. We begin by defining what we mean by creativity. Plucker et al. [14] note that one of the
common weaknesses of creativity research and scholarship has been a problem of lack of definition,
with only 38% of articles about creativity in academic journals even providing any working definition
at all. Thus, we seek to ground our ideas in a common perspective on the construct. We build upon
theories from education and psychology which discuss the importance of supporting creative capacity.
We relate these ideas to creative self-beliefs—including creative mindset, creative identity, and creative
self-efficacy. Further, we focus on the use of arts-based methods in business education and training as
being one of several important approaches to building creative confidence and capacities. We provide
some current and future directions for research in this area, and describe an in-progress research
intervention, as an example of an approach that seeks to enhance creative capacity (through arts-based
and other methods) among international business program students.
2. Defining and Grounding Creativity as a Construct
Creativity is an ancient construct, yet formal research on the concept has only been prevalent since
the latter half of the 20th century [15]. While creativity is thought of as a subjective term, most research
around it defines it as having several core components. First, a creative idea, process or product is
novel—it brings something into play that either did not exist before or, at least, is relatively new for
its context. Cropley [16] asserts, however, that a novel idea with no potential use cannot be taken as
“creative”, because novelty does not guarantee that something will be effective [17,18]. So, the most
common definition suggests that creativity is a process of coming up with designs, artifacts, objects,
programs, or ideas that are both “novel” (original, new, fresh, etc.) and “effective” (useful, productive,
or of some value to others). Another key characteristic, according to Sternberg and O’Hara [19],
involves “task appropriateness.” Creative things (ideas, products, processes, artifacts, experiences, etc.)
are sensitive to the context and domain they are created within. Mishra and Koehler [20] term this
third construct as ‘wholeness’—involving the contextual aspects of creative work, or how well it is fit
to that work’s specific purpose or context. From both a business and an educational perspective, in
these constructs of novelty, effectiveness, and wholeness (NEW), creativity fits well with the goals of
effective learning and improvement [21].
The problem of creating learning experiences that are novel (or relatively so, in an instantiation of
a course), effective, and whole in business education, is that the variety of business contexts we may
be teaching for are subject to variability and change.
Thus, we may not always fully understand what the goals, settings, outcomes, or challenges
look like—in order to try to teach students to readily produce creativity in novel, effective, and whole
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products or ways of doing things. It may be more constructive to aim for supporting the development
of a creative orientation to the world. In evolving contexts, things change frequently, and we are, often,
dealing with uncertainty and unknowns. This is why we suggest that creativity be, instead, defined by
a focus on a mindset that corresponds with creative thinking, rather than chasing a moving target of
novelty, effectiveness, and wholeness, or seeking perfect creativity. If we start by understanding and
aiming for the habits of mind or theoretical components that help support creative development across
the lifespan, we are better positioned to produce creative thinkers across the wide range of contexts for
business education.
We suggest that there is much of value here around theories of creative self-belief. This is a broad
construct describing an individual’s beliefs about their own creativity. Theories under this construct
help to explain how the essential predictors of whether individuals are able to think, act, and work
creatively depends on their own beliefs about themselves as a creative individual [22]. Beghetto and
Karwowski [23] suggest that individuals must feel efficacious or see themselves as creative to actually
engage creatively. In management literature, there are few studies that focus on how one’s beliefs,
attitudes, and expectations about creativity might be adjusted to maximize creative performance—so
much of the extant literature lies in education or psychology.
Additionally, in grounding ourselves in a creativity worldview, and in defining creativity, we
consider certain areas of focus or perspective. In the report All Our Futures by the British National
Advisory Committee on Creative and Culture Education [24], Sir Ken Robinson and colleagues
introduced three perspectives on creativity. In one, they suggest, “many people associate creativity
primarily with the arts . . . but creativity is not unique to the arts. It is equally fundamental to advances
in the sciences, in mathematics, technology, in politics, business and in all areas of everyday life” [24]
(p. 27). Another type of creativity focuses on how people with exceptional creative gifts produce
historic theories, inventions, paintings, or compositions—although such creativity is less common.
Finally, there is a more democratic definition of creativity that encompasses more people, which is
the process of “imaginative activity fashioned so as to produce outcomes that are both original and
of value” [24] (p. 30). According to this democratic definition, which most contemporary creativity
scholars support [15], all people can be creative in their work and daily life, even if they do not
recognize they are being creative. This perspective on creativity is also essential to education, because
without it, it is hard to envision building educative experiences that allow people to develop creatively.
In management literature, creativity is not always well defined, but business professor Teresa
Amabile’s definition is often cited, which suggests that creativity is “the production of novel and
appropriate solutions to open-ended problems in any domain of human activity” [25] (p. 18). This
definition and most applications in the field of business lean toward a democratic perspective, which
suggests that creativity can, and should, be developed by everyone, and acted on as a vital driver for
innovation [26].
Thus, we assert that a more democratic perspective on creativity—paired with an aim to support
learners in their own beliefs and capacity to act in novel, effective, and whole ways—can be informed
by theories of creative self-belief. These theories include creative identity, creative mindset, and
creative self-efficacy. In order to better understand the components of creative self-belief, we review
several theoretical constructs from educational psychology which we believe may be useful to consider
in business education and training. In the following sections, we will delve more deeply into these
theories that fall under the heading of creative self-belief.
3. Guiding Approach to the Literature
In organizing our approach to this review of the literature, we sought to understand common
themes and core ideas about creative self-beliefs. We consider, how are creative self-beliefs defined
in the literature? More specifically, we consider this question with an eye toward what elements of
creative self-beliefs may relate to, or inform, arts-based creativity training?
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The notion of self-beliefs is a general construct in psychology that describes individuals’ beliefs
about themselves, in terms of who they are and where their capacities lie. Research on self-beliefs
falls under several theory-driven psychological constructs, including: identity theory [27,28], growth
mindset theory [29], and self-efficacy theory [30]. These three theories, though all recent in the history
of educational psychology, are each significant explanatory concepts on self-beliefs. Because they are
meta-theories, they often function as parent concepts, which have smaller unique branches and niche
areas of theory offshoots. Of interest to us and our question are three narrower niche areas of research,
looking at how identity, mindset, and self-efficacy intersect with creativity.
In order to examine this, we begin each literature section with a brief overview of the ‘parent’
theory. We sought to summarize the key points of each parent theory based on primary sources.
The aim here is to give the reader a brief overview of the landscape of each theory construct, followed
by a more detailed look at the creativity-focused branch of that theory. Each parent theory is too broad
to be reviewed in a single article. However, more specific areas of intersection with creativity are
narrower, as well as more recent and niche, making it possible to examine them in enough depth to
understand the basic scope.
We engaged a search of each theoretical branch of creative self-beliefs. Our sources of literature
were two given databases, (1) ScienceDirect and (2) Scopus, as these comprise a significant swath of
‘mainstream’ research papers in English [31].
Tranfield et al. [32] suggest that a methodical search begins with the identification of keywords
and search terms, as chosen from the scoping study and the literature, and discussions noted within
the review team. The reviewer(s) then choose the search strings that are most appropriate for the study.
In this sense, we were able to keep the search relatively straightforward, by using keywords and terms
that precisely defined each area, including each of the terms themselves: “creative identity”, “creative
mindset”, and “creative self-efficacy”. This yielded articles or studies that specifically referenced the
exact theory/terminology within the text. We determined this to be a more appropriate approach
for these particular areas than the more expansive Boolean search terms of creativity and identity,
creativity and mindset, and creativity and self-efficacy.
We began the initial scoping search with these expanded terms, and found that these produce
large volumes of works outside of the scope of each specific theory. For example, the literature search
data we display below in Table 1 illustrates the numbers yielded by using the specific theory terms
themselves (e.g., “creative mindset”), vs more expanded search (e.g., creativity and mindset).
Table 1. Numbers for specific theory terms.

Scopus
Science
Direct

Creative
Mindset

Creativity
and
Mindset

Creative
Identity

Creativity
and Identity

Creative
Self-Efficacy

Creativity
and
Self-Efficacy

33

241

82

1960

185

384

62

3112

67

16,626

185

6620

While the more open Boolean search, which did not specify the theory terminology in “quotes”,
produced greatly more results in terms of pure numbers, it also produced a vast array of unrelated
literature that merely contained those terms in the text. By narrowing down to the proper theory
terminology, we were able to identify the relevant works on the topic. Thus, our initial list of potential
works was drawn from this. Even within those smaller search scopes of exact theory terminology,
there were still significant numbers of articles that were not appropriate for inclusion in our discussion
that follows.
Thus, our extended search criteria were narrowed to identify only articles that placed these
creative self-belief theories as a focus of study, or a core topic. We aimed to look beyond any articles
that simply mentioned the terms within the text, or that dealt with them in peripheral ways that
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offered little in takeaways (e.g., an article that referred to or mentioned “creative identity” would not
be included unless it sought to either empirically study the theory, or discuss the concept with some
theoretical focus). We were able to narrow our focus to the key articles described in our narrative
review, as many articles that popped up in our keyword search simply mentioned these terms in the
text, but focused on other topics.
As we examined each initial search to select out articles that put the construct or concept as a
central point or area of study, we identified a more selected swath of research in each area. This makes
sense, as each of these creative self-belief concepts has emerged primarily within recent decades, and is
a small, but promising, area in the larger arena of creativity research. Thus, each made for a small-scope,
but interesting, look at issues of creative self-beliefs. These articles are reported below in each section,
which is a more of a narrative than purely systematic type of review, which we explain further.
Limitations
There are some notable limitations in this work. First, we limited our examination to two
core databases. Although these are comprehensive sources of academic scholarship in English, and
encompass most major and smaller journals that cover creativity research and scholarship, it remains a
potential limitation of scope and size.
Further, our own personal biases as educational researchers could have limited us in scoping
each of the search terms, as researchers naturally bring in their own preconceptions, assumptions, or
interests that may lead to a potential tendency to seek confirming evidence of each theory or area of
interest [33].
Most importantly, while we have aimed to systematize and explain our search processes and
provide the reader with more clarity on the process and rationale for the review, this review is not a
full systematic literature review. We do not aim to present each body of literature as a kind of “data”
set for empirical dissection, as the literature on this topic is not necessarily manageable to represent as
systematized data, but may be relevantly explored in a traditional narrative review format.
A significant concern with any sort of attempt at systematic review, in this topical context, would
be that, in certain areas of creativity research, this type of full systematic method is a methodological
impossibility or, at the very least, a fraught challenge. This is due to the nature of the terrains of
education and psychology in which creative self-belief literature is often situated. These are areas
that are not often built upon the types of clean, positivistic approaches to data and research that are
common in medical, business, or scientific fields, in which most systematic reviews originate and,
indeed, in which systematic reviews originate as a method. Thus, the literature itself does not always
lend itself to conversion into systematic data.
This also presents a limitation within creativity research itself, because although some positivistic
and quantifiable studies exist in creativity, they are more often around the psychometrics of creativity
or cognitive approaches to creativity. Within the newer and somewhat emergent, exploratory area
of creativity and self-beliefs, there are certainly interesting and worthwhile points of scholarship
to review and consider, but these are often more inimitable and may be theoretical or qualitatively
focused approaches or methods that are less easily empiricized into a full systematic review. As
Tranfield et al. [32] note:
Systematic reviews, due to their positivistic origins, sit comfortably with studies that use
quantitative methods such as randomized controlled trials, quasi-experimental designs, and
cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness studies, therefore, establishing criteria for ascertaining what is
“relevant” or “good quality” in qualitative research provides a further challenge [34]. With qualitative
studies there is no possibility of testing statistically the significance of the results (p. 216).
Thus, our reporting of each area of literature, as follows, is more narrative than systematically
data-driven. Although we do not present a full systematic review method, we have aimed to be
methodical about our search process as noted, and clarify the logic of our approach. Through this,
we seek to help the reader understand the logical train of approach to each theory, to understand
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significant points of interest that might be culled from each theoretical area, for consideration in
creativity and business training.
4. Examining Theories of Creativity and Self-Belief: Creative Identity, Mindset, and Self-Efficacy
In promoting creativity in the field of business, it is important to understand factors linked to
supporting individuals’ creative development from an education perspective. Beghetto and Dilley [22]
have noted that one of the most essential drivers of whether individuals are able to think, act, and work
creatively, depends on their own self-beliefs about themselves as a creative individual. Without creative
self-belief, or a sense of one’s potential and ability to be creative, it is difficult to function creatively.
As educational researchers examining creativity in business education and training, we suggest
that core theories dealing with self-belief can help us understand what supports creativity. These
theoretical foundations involve creative identity, creative mindset, and creative self-efficacy. We review
each, then connect this to the value of arts-based interventions and learning in business.
4.1. Identity Theory
The primary source originators of identity are Stryker [27] and Burke [28]—and this primary work
furthered their later collaborations on the topic. Among primary identity theorists, such as Stryker
and Burke [35], the use of the term identity involves components of a view of the self, or the meanings
people attach to themselves based on roles they play in contemporary societies. Identity theory points
toward either explaining how social structures impact the self [27], or to how the sense of self impacts
social behavior [28].
There are two notable points about identity formation. First, an individual has multiple identities
that interact with each other based on the systems they operate in. Second, these identities are initially
situation-specific but, over time, they are organized into a hierarchy of identities [36]. Their most
salient identities are at the top of the hierarchy. Identity salience is defined as the probability that
an identity will be invoked across varied situations [35]. Identity theorists have noted how, when
an identity has higher salience than other identities, more significant behavioral choices connect to
that identity.
Creative Identity
Creative personal identity (CPI) is defined as “the belief that creativity is an important element in
a person’s self-definition; and creative role identity is about how important being creative is in each
given position” [37] (p. 248).
Studies related to creative personal identity are relatively recent, whereas research measuring
“artistic identity” has been studied since the 1970s. Most research on creative identity or related
concepts has showed up in the academic domain, focused on K-12 or college students, or in workplace
domains focused on company employees. In business journals, effort has been spent toward testing
or developing creative thinking skills that correlate with creative behavior, not identity. Importantly,
some work on creative identity, thus far, has been linked to the arts.
For instance, in an extension to a study started by Getzels and Csikszenmihali [38], Freeman [39]
studied the progress of a graduated group of art students from the mid-1960s to mid-1980s.
He concluded that many individuals did not meet their artistic potential because of mythical, unrealistic
expectations about being artistic. Debunking such myths and differentiating them from the actual
creative process helped artists feel, and be, more creative [40].
Rostan [40] conducted a study exploring children’s (ages 8–11) perceptions about being artistic
and creative. The children participated in unstructured, open-ended interviews discussing their
long-term painting projects and the process of creating art. Albeit a younger population than adults in
business, the findings demonstrated salient points of identity production. Rostan’s work illustrated
how the motivation to work hard at developing a skill, such as creativity, related to an individual’s
artistic focus and their perception of what it meant to identify as an artist or creative person. Also,
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students perceived their identity as an artist to emerge from the act of producing art, rather than the
belief in an innate skill. Toward this point, other studies have also concluded that becoming creative is
expressed in terms of incremental learning, rather than as innate properties [41].
In more recent studies targeting adults, Jaussi et al. [37] examined the relationship of creativity at
work by exploring creative identity and its relationship with creative self-efficacy and problem-solving.
Results suggested that creative identity explained the variance in creativity at work. Also, the positive
relationship between creative personal identity and creativity at work was stronger when individuals
had opportunities to engage in non-work experiences—such as arts-based activities—and apply these
toward solving work-related problems.
There are different ways that some areas of scholarship consider identity with creativity. Some
scholars look at the connection more generally, aiming to examine identity states alongside creative
production, seeking to study how, or when individuals are prone to being creative, depending on
identity issues [42]. Other scholars have sought to look at creative identity as a whole construct, and
examine either its precursors [43] or consequences [44]. Others have tried to manipulate social identity
in order to discover causal links between identity norms and creativity in certain contexts [45]. Much
work on creativity and identity begins with the assumption that creative identity relates to creative
performance. The relationship between creativity beliefs about the self and performance is studied
under “creative self-efficacy”, and we examine this in a later theory section. While both self-efficacy
and identity contribute to a more “creative self” factor, identity underpins self-efficacy, and may
enhance its effects across contexts [46].
Glăveanu and Tanggaard [47] suggested that creative identities are considered representational
projects which emerge in the interaction between self (the creator), multiple others (different audiences),
and notions of creativity informed by societal discourses. They note that, in order to properly consider
the link between identity and behavior, we must understand more than just how important a given
identity (e.g., a creative identity) is for an individual. We need to understand what this identity actually
means, for the person.
A relevant concept here, for creative identity, is the idea of a “Voice of Judgment”, or, an internal
monologue that critically judges our work and actions and affects our willingness to engage creatively.
This is predicated on the fact that each human individual has thousands of thoughts on a daily basis;
and along with that, comes an internal voice that judges and filters these thoughts. While this idea
was not initially coined alongside the term “creative identity”, it has since been noted by scholars and
practitioners as relevant. In the literature, Ray and Meyers [48] gave a name to this as the Voice of
Judgment (or VOJ), which is inextricably tied to our sense of identity. They claim that even a slight
decrease in judgment increases an individual’s ability to respond more creatively in various situations.
This internal voice is the sum of all voices from past experiences in one’s life. In order for a creative
voice to come though, one must become aware of and address silence, or even destroy their VOJ.
Ray and Meyers [48] suggest that it is possible to silence one’s VOJ with concentrated effort.
The development of a creative identity at any age is a continuing and dynamic process. In fact, an
individual’s creativity and personal identity grow and change together, since they develop at critical
points in life based on experiences [49]. One method often used in the arts to help people identify and
manage their VOJ involves creating a visual representation of the VOJ as a physical entity (through
drawing, modelling, or other means). This serves to personify and represent it outside of the individual
to help one de-identify with the voice [50]—and this common psychological technique of the VOJ
(which is often embodied or worked with in arts-based interventions) has become an intermediary step
in beginning to identify and allow creative identity, by acknowledging the views that work against it.
4.2. Mindset Theory
The concept of mindset further provides theoretical grounding for creative experiences that
enhance self-belief. Mindset describes the effects of the beliefs that people hold about the nature of
their intelligence—and with “creative mindset”, this is extended to beliefs about their creative abilities.
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“Mindset” is a type of implicit theory—meaning it is a personal construction about a particular
phenomenon that resides in the minds of individuals. Sternberg [51] noted that implicit theories must
be discovered, rather than invented, because they already exist in people’s heads. He investigated
beliefs that people held about traits they felt other people ought to have. Dweck, on the other hand,
was more interested in beliefs people held about their own abilities [52], and she introduced the term
“mindset” as an implicit theory that focused on explaining beliefs about abilities people valued and
sought in themselves.
Dweck’s original research started in the mid-1970s when she challenged the common belief that
intelligent people are born smart. Through empirical studies, she demonstrated that individuals’
perceptions about their intellectual abilities could dictate their intellectual achievements. Dweck
has provided evidence that people who hold a growth mindset think that intelligence is malleable,
intellectual ability is learnable, and talents and abilities can be grown with one’s effort and help from
others [27]. Mistakes are not viewed as a cause for condemnation but, rather, as information to improve,
grow, and develop [53].
On the other hand, people who hold fixed mindsets believe they have a certain amount of
intelligence, talent, or ability, with no room to build upon them. Such a belief holds people back
from trying new experiences, because fixed mindsets protect an ego identity that does not allow for
admitting mistakes [27]. In a fixed mindset, learning, risk-taking, and adaptation drop off, while the
need for perfection, or a correct answer, rules [53].
Creative Mindset
Dweck’s mindset research has served as the foundation for researchers to study creative mindsets.
Dweck primed the idea that her growth/fixed mindset work is transferable to creativity research by
referring to a poll of 143 creativity researchers, noting that perseverance and resilience, produced by the
growth mindset, was the top ingredient in creative achievement [27]. Karwowski [54] formally defined
“creative mindset” as “beliefs about the [fixed] versus [growth] character and nature of creativity”
(p. 62). Karwowski indicates that, like intelligence, people often believe creativity is fixed, and that
only a few geniuses are truly creative. Yet, people with growth mindsets believe that creativity is
trainable, and can be developed much like other characteristics [55].
The relevance of creative mindsets as separate and unique constructs is often established through
three main sources: (1) the examination of belief systems of creativity is necessary, given that
intelligence is different than creativity [19]. Thus, people may have different beliefs about the nature
of their own creativity than they might about intelligence. (2) Researchers have established that the
myth that people are born creative (a fixed creative mindset) is deeply detrimental and harmful to
the enhancement of creative performance [14]. (3) There is evidence supporting the construct validity
of creative mindsets and their contribution to mindset theory more broadly. One study found that
implicit theories of intelligence could not predict creative problem solving, yet a growth creative
mindset did positively predict creative problem solving [54].
The more straightforward takeaway is that mindset is important because perceptions of creativity
influences an individual’s desire to engage in, or disengage from, creative thinking and activities. Prior
research has shown people with growth mindsets exert more effort and deal better with failure, as they
see it as an opportunity to learn and grow [56]. In fixed mindset, failure is considered a threat, and the
risk of failure de-motivates people from engaging in challenging activity [57]. Therefore, creativity
researchers expect those who hold growth mindsets to engage in creative tasks, and those with fixed
mindsets to avoid tasks that are seen as complex or creative [55].
With respect to identity and mindset, when people do not think that creativity is important in
their self-description, they are characterized as having low creative personal identity (CPI) [46]; and
they, likely, will not care whether creativity is malleable or fixed [54]. Thus, it is important that people
both view creativity as amenable to growth, and that they see it as valuable to their self-description.
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Motivated by previous findings, researchers such as Hass et al. [58] asked if the relationship
between mindsets and everyday creative behaviors depended on academic domain. The simple
answer was, no—but the strength of the relationships varied across the five domains in this study,
which included Arts and Humanities, Business, Education, Life Sciences, and Social and Behavioral
Sciences. Specifically, business students a demonstrated negative correlation between fixed mindset
and everyday creativity; conversely, they also demonstrated a positive correlation between growth
mindset and everyday creativity—even more so than art students—which suggests that promoting
growth mindset in business students enhances their everyday creativity, and/or vice-versa.
Puente-Díaz and Cavazos-Arroyo [59] examined the influence of creative mindset on achievement
goals, creative self-efficacy, enjoyment, and perceived performance and effort among college business
students from Mexico. Their work provides an example of the study of creative mindset on students
in a business educational setting. They noted a positive influence of a growth creative mindset on
task-approach achievement goals (mastering a given task) and creative self-efficacy (a belief in their
creative ability). Interestingly, a fixed creative mindset had a positive influence on other-approach
achievement goals (a goal of outperforming others, rather than deep engagement for mastery or
creativity within the task). Their work finds that growth creative mindset had a direct, positive
influence on creative self-efficacy and the students’ perceived performance and effort exerted, as well
as an indirect influence on enjoyment. They conclude that holding a growth creative mindset is, thus,
related to adaptive motivational and performance creative outcomes in business education settings.
Finally, researchers have viewed mindsets as beliefs related to creativity, but not the same as
self-beliefs [55]. Theoretically, mindsets shape self-beliefs and, empirically, have been proven to relate
to creative identity and self-efficacy in correlational studies [54,58,60]. How people perceive the
nature of creativity can shape their self-beliefs, leading them toward either a growth or fixed mindset
about learning to operate creatively in tasks. This is critical in training to foster creativity in others.
Additionally, prior studies have demonstrated a correlation between creative identity or creative
mindset and our third self-belief construct, of creative self-efficacy.
4.3. Self-Efficacy Theory
The final theory we deal with, related to creativity and self-belief, is self-efficacy theory. Much
like identity and mindset (implicit) theories, self-efficacy theory plays an integral role in determining
performance [30,52]. This theory was originally established by Albert Bandura [30], and self-efficacy is
defined as “people’s beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that
exercise influence over events that affect their lives” [61] (p. 1).
The strength of a person’s beliefs about their effectiveness in any given task influences their choice
of behavior [30]. A person’s efficacy expectations or perceived self-efficacy determines how much
effort they will exude, and how long they will cope with failure or obstacles. Stronger perceived
self-efficacy leads to more effort.
Adding to this correlation, Bandura explains that people fear and avoid threatening situations
they know they cannot cope with. However, if they persist against these fears, they will gain corrective
experiences and eliminate defensive behavior, while those who do not persist will remain fearful, with
self-debilitating expectations.
Creative Self-Efficacy
In creativity literature, creative self-efficacy is defined as the self-view that one has the ability
to produce creative outcomes [62]. When creativity is concerned, some people can perceive creative
performance as a threatening and arduous task, especially if they have not built prior mastery in
a genre before. As a result, they are less likely to choose activities or settings that push them to
be creative.
Other studies have also suggested that higher creative self-efficacy leads to greater creative
performance [62]. Empirical work has demonstrated that creative performance is associated with
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creative self-efficacy at the individual level [63], at the team level [64], and within diverse industries,
such as education, operations, manufacturing, financial, insurance services, and research and
development [37,64–67].
Creative self-efficacy is considered malleable. It can fluctuate with changes in self, task, or
social context-related factors [68], and can be influenced by past performance accomplishments,
vicarious experiences, verbal encouragement, and emotional states [61]. Even with such fluctuations
and influences, empirical studies demonstrate that creative identity has a positive relationship with
creative self-efficacy, even though they operate as two distinct psychological constructs [37].
Some scholars have studied creative self-efficacy as one of the antecedents of innovation within
business and organizational contexts, and it has been identified as a key driver of employees’ innovative
behavior. For instance, Hsu et al. [69] found a significant effect of creative self-efficacy on employees’
innovative behavior, and Tierney and Farmer [68] reported that creative self-efficacy was a strong
predictor of employees’ creative performance over time. Newman et al. [70] examined whether
entrepreneurial leadership (an approach characterized by the leader influencing and directing team
members to recognize and exploit entrepreneurial opportunities) influences the extent to which
employees with different levels of creative self-efficacy engage in innovative behaviors. They suggest
that the influence of creative self-efficacy on employees’ innovative behavior is stronger for employees
who work in a team with strong entrepreneurial leadership because entrepreneurial behaviors motivate
employees to derive creative ideas and implement them. In short, the contexts and influences in the
workplace—such as a leader’s approach—demonstrate the capacity of creative self-efficacy to influence
business innovation.
Along similar lines, Jaiswal and Dhar [71] investigated the mediating role of innovation climate
and moderating role of creative self-efficacy. Their findings demonstrate that employees with high
creative self-efficacy resort to creative behavior when they receive a supportive innovation climate.
Thus, creative self-efficacy has a key role to play in the innovative capacity of businesses, and it can be
maximized through supportive environments that seek to empower creative behaviors.
Other studies within organizations have also found that an employee’s creative self-efficacy has a
significant effect on the individual’s creative behavior or creative outcomes [62,72]. Richter et al. [73]
suggest that a strong belief in one’s creative-self extensively motivates individuals to seek consultation
and guidance in applying creative behavior.
Bandura [30] has emphasized the reciprocal relationship between creative behavior and creative
self-efficacy, yet, there are few studies that investigate the interaction effect of creative self-efficacy
in predicting employee creative behavior. Richter et al. [73] also recommended study the interaction
effect of creative self-efficacy. They assert that a strong belief in creative self extensively motivates
individuals to seek consultation and guidance in applying creative behavior.
Interestingly, the interaction effect between creative self-efficacy and creative behavior suggests
that the effect goes both ways, and that engaging in creative behaviors may lead to enhancement of
creative self-efficacy, as well. Bandura’s self-efficacy theory provides an understanding that cognition
associated with creativity plays an important role in the acquisition and retention of behaviors. Thereby,
it becomes incumbent on business education to provide opportunities to support creative self-efficacy,
if creative behaviors are desired in the workplace.
5. Findings: Bringing Together Creative Self-Belief Theories and Arts-Based Methods
We have considered several key theories from educational psychology, to better understand the
importance of developing creative self-belief in business settings. Theories that deal with creative
self-belief—such as identity, mindset, and self-efficacy—emphasize the importance of promoting a
sense of the self as a creative person with creative capacity.
Our guiding questions for this literature sought to explore these areas of creative self-belief,
with an eye toward how creative self-beliefs may relate to, or inform, arts-based creativity training.
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A common finding or narrative of the literature, that ties together each of these reviews of theory,
suggests that, for someone to transform their creative potential into creative action, they must have
confidence in their ability to act creatively and believe that there is value in doing so. Without this,
there is little chance that they will be able to reach their creative potential, or even that they will seek to
engage in creative behaviors or creative thinking [22]. Creative self-efficacy was shown to be a driver
of innovation in organizational contexts [69–71], but it also deeply connects to creative identity and
mindset. This is an important takeaway in reviewing the literature—in noting that these theories often
work in reciprocal ways, and work to affect each other within an individual’s construction of their
own self-beliefs. Any of these areas can be influenced in an individual’s psychology by mediating
experiences, and a change in one can effect changes in other areas. For instance, bolstering one area,
such as creative identity, tends to have an enhancement effect on creative self-efficacy; or, a shift
in creative mindset (in terms of one’s beliefs about the nature of creativity) can relate to a shift in
where creativity falls in one’s own identity. Thus, these theories have a synthesizing effect within
individuals’ creative self-beliefs. This demonstrates the ways that working on developing one area can
have relational effects on others. But, more importantly, to truly form a stronger vision of creativity
within people’s self-beliefs, we must promote or provide educative experiences that seek to enhance or
expand each of these theoretical spaces within human psychology.
Thus, creative self-belief theories align to suggest that, if the field of business seeks to promote
more creativity from within, there is a need to engage people in educational activities that support
creative self-beliefs. While there are many ways to do this, one key approach we suggest and explore
further, as follows, is through the integration of arts-based methods.
Arts-based methods, or the incorporation of techniques and processes derived from the arts, have
grown in interest in business education and training settings in recent decades [74]. Despite a common
misperception that business and the arts have little to do with each other, business can learn from
the arts, and successful artists and managers or leaders often share common characteristics—thus,
business fields can develop and grow their creative and inventive capacity through connecting to
the arts.
This, in some ways, represents a broader aim to cross-fertilize ideas between business and the
arts [75]. Along these lines, Formica [76] notes that the most essential and challenging problems in
management are not technical, but human-centered, in nature. In this, they may be supported by
engagement with creative endeavor and different types of entrepreneurial identity [77]. Taylor and
Ladkin [78] describe four different processes or goals in using arts-based methods in business settings.
These include skills transfer (the development of skills from the arts to improve performance in business
settings), projective technique (using the arts to reveal inner thoughts and perceptions that may not
be otherwise accessible), illustration of essence (using the arts to understand the “essence” of an idea),
and making (using the arts to foster a deeper experience of personal presence and connection to help
managers and leaders experience themselves and their world in a more cohesive way).
While all of these four processes, identified by Taylor and Ladkin, could become critical functions
of the arts in business, one that may be interesting to consider, when we aim to strengthen elements
of creative self-belief, is the projective technique process. In this, the act of using art becomes a way to
“foster reflection through projection” [78] (p. 58).
There is a relevant connection here to constructions of mindset—albeit not from an educational
psychology standpoint, and not in the same sense as “creative mindset” in terms of psychological
self-belief theories—when they note wherein, Taylor and Ladkin [78] note Langer’s contention that
“the primary function of art is to objectify experience so that we can contemplate and understand
it” [78] (p. 58). In other words, in their conception, making or using art becomes a way to reflect about
our own experience, allowing the individual to objectify their world sans limitation or logic already
set up by their life. One can view, or make, an object for what it is (fixed mindset) or one can view
additional uses and potential that goes beyond the obvious (growth mindset).
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This viewpoint is inspired by the work of Paul Crowther [79], who suggests that the
aforementioned process is possible because “the creation of artifacts, or engagement with such artifacts
. . . enables us to articulate the structures of attention, apprehension, and projection in a way that draws
on our cognitive and perceptual capacities operating as a unified field—rather than our intellectual
capacities alone” [78] (p. 58).
This idea can also be a way to strengthen creative identity as art objects that people create
or engage with can open up a window to the unconscious [80] and, depending on cognitive and
perceptional capacities, one can project varied viewpoints, as capacities vary and are colored by past
experiences and environmental factors.
When it comes to self-efficacy, however, people’s creativity is most often inhibited by fear, negative
personal judgement, and chattering of the mind [48]. The key to personal creativity is to eliminate, or at
least minimize, these limitations, to allow one’s creative essence rather than the ego, false personality,
or external self, to project tacit knowledge. This technique indirectly uncovers falsehoods or fixed
mindsets, through its creative awakening process. Springborg [81] explored arts-based methods
using theories grounded in an embodied view of cognition, and determined that focusing on sensory
experience enabled participants to remove judgments about the self and about others. This ability to
suspend judgment may have relevance to the concept of the “Voice of Judgment” noted earlier, which
must be suspended or silenced, in order for creative identity to flourish.
With respect to management literature, the projection technique, as an arts-based method, has been
used in various organizational settings, such as to make invisible concepts like “culture” visible [82],
or leveraging the tool called Visual Explorer, where individuals choose an image that best depicts a
problem, and discuss the issue together to uncover various viewpoints [83], or use LEGOs to build an
organizational strategy [84].
In essence, the projective technique relies more on one’s “gut feeling” rather than rational
thought [78]. By reflecting on and working with the object, the “knowing in the gut” may be
intellectualized into “knowing in the head”, Arguably, through time this may be a way to build
a belief system within an individual that strengthens their own creative capacities.
This illustrates a potential relationship to creative self-belief—and, thereby, to cognitive processes
such as creative identity, mindset, and self-efficacy. It directly references how engagement in the arts is
not a one-directional act but, rather, is a bi-directional and symbiotic action of self meaning-making.
The act of reflecting might also be extended beyond the original intent, into an act of identity formation,
in which a person (an employee, leader, or manager) can begin to see themselves as having a creative
identity through the action of engaging in the arts. In this, they may expand their own creative
potential and ability, as suggested by Beghetto and Karwowski [23]. Springborg [85] also explores the
idea of leadership as art as a phenomenon characterized by leaders working from their senses, rather
than drawing on prior modes of sense-making, and by sense-making as a tactile and sensory process,
rather than a solely analytical or cognitive one.
Creative identity and self-efficacy are positively correlated, and tend to increase or decrease
together, suggesting that, if people engage in activities that enhance their identity in an area, they will
also experience an increase in self-efficacy in that area [37]. As we have noted, Karwowski’s work [54]
suggests that creative mindset is influenced by these elements, also—it is important that people both
view creativity as amenable to growth, learning, and change, and to see it as part of a self-description.
All of these elements of self-belief, taken together, are thus amenable to influence by engaging in
the arts. While scholars point out the varied ways that the arts can be valuable in business education,
training, and development [78], we emphasize their influence on creative self-beliefs. This aligns
with the instrumental goals of business education, toward developing a more creative 21st century
workforce. But, it also allows for a more human-centered approach to business, in which employees
and students can engage in work that is innately human, productive, and creatively fulfilling, toward
becoming more self-actualized and creative people [86].
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Despite the growing interest in arts-based methodologies, and work that suggests their value
toward developing creativity, several scholars have pointed out that there remains a lack of empirically
grounded work in this area [87], and that more attention is needed toward arts-based methodologies
in business, to better understand the experiences of participants.
While the practice of arts-based learning in business is growing, there is a need to better
understand how this, and other, methodologies might be used to enhance areas of creative self-belief
(i.e., identity, self-efficacy, and mindset). To this end, in the next section, we describe the design of an
in-progress intervention with arts-based methods, for developing creative self-belief among business
students at the Thunderbird School of Global Management at ASU.
6. Current and Future Directions: Enhancing Business Students’ Creativity
The authors are engaged in the execution of an action research intervention focused on student
creativity training for students in the Thunderbird School of Global Management at Arizona State
University. Given that we have discussed creative self-belief theories and proposed their relevance
for creativity training in business, we now describe an example of an intervention model we are
currently working with. This work will explore the influence of creativity workshops (which include a
mix of arts-based and other methods) on business students’ perceptions of creative identity, creative
mindset, and creative self-efficacy. The project is in progress at the time of writing, so this paper does
not focus on data outcomes, but simply concludes by sharing it as an example of an intervention
design that explores these creative self-belief constructs in the context of business education and
arts-based methods.
This first author of this article is the designer and leader of this project and inquiry, in her role
with global recruiting. As a Thunderbird School of Global Management recruiter with eleven years of
industry experience, she observed many organizations’ lack of understanding of, and appreciation
for, fostering creativity via an inside-out approach. Therefore, this project seeks to address this by
developing a training program that might address the gap.
The incoming freshman class that are participating in this intervention will graduate into and
enter a workforce comprised of over 50% knowledge-work jobs, which will require them to be social,
emotional, creative, and relational. This creativity-focused workshop series was designed to empower
students to understand the preconditions of being creative, to utilize their talents, education, and life
experiences, and to be the change agents they set out to be.
The Thunderbird School of Global Management at Arizona State University has been historically
recognized for its graduate program, currently ranked 7th in the United States for international
business specialty [88]. The prestige of the school’s reputation has crossed over to its bachelor’s degree
programs, as many faculties teach both at the bachelor and master’s level. In addition, ASU has ranked
number one in the United States for the most innovative university from 2016 to 2018. Freshman
students are required to take a 1-credit first-year seminar course at the beginning of their program,
and this creativity training/intervention will be part of the seminar.
Currently, Thunderbird’s freshman seminar curriculum does not include any explicit course
objective to teach about creativity or consider students’ creativity as a skillset. Therefore, this project
seeks to offer creativity training (incorporating arts-based and other methods), and to also evaluate
business students’ perceptions about their personal everyday creativity, based on associated variables,
i.e., creative identity, creative self-efficacy, and creative mindset theories. The goal is to set the tone and
serve as initial steps toward developing students’ creative competency throughout the entire program,
as students move toward becoming global business leaders; ideally, the training may later be scaled up
or infused throughout Thunderbird programs.
6.1. The C3 Innovation Project
For simplicity, this creativity intervention is called “C3 innovation”, based on the three creative
self-belief constructs. Within this partially arts-based intervention, we will also seek to collect and
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evaluate data for the action research purposes of understanding the effects of such training on these
self-beliefs (e.g., as part of the project, we will employ a concurrent mixed method research design
with qualitative and quantitative data).
The C3 project is designed to (a) evaluate students’ perceptions about their personal everyday
creativity and (b) empower them with strategies to enhance their understanding of the importance of
being creative. The project was inspired by a study from Hass et al. [58], in which they measured fixed
and growth creative mindsets, and the relationship to creative self-efficacy and creative identity,
to create a model of a more complete picture of people’s self-perceived creative competencies.
The researchers concluded that these constructs are separate but interrelated constructs, and students
with high creative self-efficacy tended to endorse creative growth mindsets.
This project will include three phases: educate (training), survey, and interview. We focus on
describing the face-to-face training, as an example of intervention work in this area of arts-based
training in business but, also, share a few details of how we will collect data, to reflect the evaluative
nature of such work.
6.1.1. Educate Phase
During the educate phase, there are three facilitated workshops every week, focusing first on
creative mindset, then creative identity and, finally, creative self-efficacy. Participants will be tasked to
learn concepts and participate in methods and tools in each workshop—engaging in some arts-based,
as well as self-reflective/reflexive and other creativity training techniques—and working on related
homework and supplemental learnings to aid their comprehension. Also, at the end of each workshop,
participants will provide feedback.
In the creative mindset workshop, students will be tasked to enhance their neuroplasticity by
utilizing arts-based methods. As an example, in one exercise, the students will draw a personal
vision statement for the next five years. Another mindfulness exercise will allow them to meditate
via repetition of mantras such as “I will live a creative life, I will . . . ”. Another exercise will allow
students to create a personal artistic-digital gratitude journal via Instagram, where they can select any
digital images they wish to create into a montage or collage of image-based perceptions of creativity
with respect to their own lives, and to share why they are grateful.
In the creative identity workshop, the students will learn how their identity informs ideation.
In one exercise, students will list all possible identities connected to them, e.g., brother, student,
etc., then they will select a random object provided by the facilitator and come up with as many
ideas as possible and discuss. The point is to exchange ideas and see that they are coming up with
different ideas because of the identities they assume. Another exercise involves constructing a visual
representation to represent a personification of their Voice of Judgment. By creating and objectifying
the voice that limits their creativity, students will engage in discussion about how to separate that
critical voice from their own self-perception—to manage or control the voice, so it does not deter them
from engaging in the creative process. The final exercise is to develop a list of people who motivate
them to be successful in every facet of their lives. In other words, this is to develop a counter to the
VOJ, as a Voice of Persistence (VOP), i.e., people who they can keep close to persist in developing a
creative sense of self.
In the creative self-efficacy workshop, the students will engage in a theatre-based improv game
called “yes, and”, where they will complete sentences in pairs by adding “yes, and” in the first
round. Next, they will say “yes, but” where they will see how such a simple phrase kills ideas during
conversations, and how they should be aware of it. Along this same line of theatre technique, they
will also engage in another improv game where pairs will share their passion and interests in 30 s,
and then sketch out a startup idea in three minutes. The aim of this game is show how easy it can
be to ideate and visualize ideas. The final exercise is called the 1, 2, 3 game, where students will
number off 1, 2, 3 until somebody makes a mistake. The game will incrementally become harder in
further rounds. The point is that posture affects how we feel about making mistakes. In the game, the
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students are encouraged to take a celebratory at the end of their routine to celebrate their mistakes
and, most importantly, to then reflect on what can be learned in mistake-making to iterate toward their
next moves.
6.1.2. Survey Phase
During the survey phase, the participants will respond to three online surveys. The first survey
is a post-workshop feedback survey after each of the three workshops, to assess its effectiveness
and capture how, or to what extent, these workshops helped students understand creativity and its
preconditions related to their creative potential and self-belief. The second survey, offered immediately
after the third workshop, will assess their self-perceived everyday creative competencies, measuring
the three constructs of creative identity, creative mindset, and creative self-efficacy. The third survey,
a retrospective pre-intervention version, administered a week later, will evaluate the same three
constructs assessed on the post-intervention survey. The retrospective survey lets students to respond
to the same survey items, but they are asked to think back to the beginning of the semester, before the
intervention. They rate the items using the same criteria they had learned through participating in the
creativity workshops, to avoid a response shift bias.
6.1.3. Interview Phase
During the interview phase, we purposively sample eight to ten students one week after the
workshop and surveys are completed. The interviews aim to help us better understand the results
of employing such an intervention, through understanding (a) perceived vs real limitations and/or
inhibitors/motivators of everyday creativity, and (b) examples of each students’ personal everyday
creativity before or during college, to inform future iterations of professional development creativity
workshops, and (c) to evaluate the intervention and what aspects of the creativity training may be
useful to include or adapt in the future.
We share the design of this creativity intervention as an example of ongoing work that seeks to
connect constructs related to creative self-beliefs and consider where creativity training, including
arts-based methods, may be instantiated in business education, training, and research.
7. Conclusions
We have drawn a connection between calls for a more creative workforce and the potential of
arts-based methods in business education, focusing on the importance of theories of creative self-belief,
including creative identity, creative mindset, and creative self-efficacy. The popularity of business
as a major has steadily risen in recent decades; and there has also been a realization, in popular and
scholarly discourse, about the need to develop skills, aptitudes, and inclination toward creativity
among employees, leaders, and managers in business. It is incumbent upon business education,
professional development, and training, to incorporate methodologies that enhance creative capacity.
But, this is easier said than done, and it is important to consider methods and approaches—particularly
in the arts—toward building creative capacity in business students and employees.
We have asserted that it may be beneficial to consider theories from psychology and education
that explain conditions and elements related to thinking, working, and acting creatively. Specifically,
in this literature review, we focused on three theoretical constructs related to creative self-belief (or
the beliefs that individuals have about their own creativity). By reviewing these theories, we examine
constructs that comprise what it means to identify as a creative person, and to value and believe in
one’s own creative capacity. Literature in these areas points to creative self-belief as a key to unlocking
an individual’s creative potential, and to the deep interconnections between creative identity, mindset,
and self-efficacy, which can be explored and used to enhance individuals’ capacity with business
education settings. Notably, the findings around these theories imply that they often relate to and
affect each other within individual human psychology. Thus, working to expand or bring forward any
facet of creative self-beliefs may enhance others. A more cohesive and strong effect may be possible
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through interventions that seek to work upon all three theoretical aspects of creativity and self-beliefs
(e.g., one example is found in the C3 instance we have shared here).
While there are varied pathways to expanding creative self-belief, one common theme that recurs
is in arts-based methods. Richards [89] and others point to the ways that engaging in the arts is
valuable toward constructing a creative sense of self and giving people new ways of viewing the world
and working, thinking, and acting creatively within it.
Arts-based methods are a vital area of growth in business scholarship and practice, and while
much work has already pointed to their potential, many have also pointed to the need to expand
theoretical and empirical work in this area. We have shared one example of an intervention project in
progress aimed at investigating this area of arts-based and other methods toward creative self-belief.
As more work grows in this area, it will be important to consider multiple ways of knowing and
understanding the world as a creative person, and this is an area in which business and education can
inform each other, living and thriving at the crossroads of creativity.
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